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PAIRS OF THEORIES SATISFYING A MORDELL-LANG CONDITION
ALEXI BLOCK GORMAN, PHILIPP HIERONYMI, AND ELLIOT KAPLAN
Abstract. This paper proposes a new setup for studying pairs of structures. This new frame-
work includes many of the previously studied classes of pairs, such as dense pairs of o-minimal
structures, lovely pairs, fields with Mann groups, and H-structures, but also includes new ones,
such as pairs consisting of a real closed field and a pseudo real closed subfield, and pairs of vector
spaces with different fields of scalars. We use the larger generality of this framework to answer
three concrete open questions raised in earlier work on this subject.
1. Introduction
Pairs of structures have been widely studied in model theory, and this paper is yet another con-
tribution to this area. The goal of this paper two-fold. On the one hand we aim to answer (or in
one case partially answer) three concrete questions raised in earlier work on this subject. On the
other hand we want to describe a general framework that allows us to deduce as special cases many
of the known results about pairs of structures. Among others, dense pairs of o-minimal structures
as studied by van den Dries [8], H-structures as introduced by Berenstein and Vassiliev [3] and
expansions of fields by Mann groups as discussed in van den Dries and Gu¨naydın [9] fall within
this new framework. The larger generality of this set up will allow us to answer the aforementioned
questions which had been outside the scope of the earlier work. Before discussing these questions
and their answers, we briefly outline the new general framework.
Consider a language Lβ and an Lβ-structure B. For the moment, let Lα be a sublanguage of Lβ and
let A be an Lα-substructure of the Lα-reduct of B. For example, consider the complex field C in the
language of rings L = {0, 1,+,−, ·} and Γ a finitely generated subgroup of C× in the sublanguage
Lm = {1, ·} of multiplicative monoids. The Mordell-Lang conjecture states that for every subvariety
X of Cn the intersection X ∩ Γn is a finite union of cosets of subgroups of Γ. This implies that
every L-dependence of elements in Γ comes from a Lm-dependence (see [9, Proposition 1.1] and
Pillay [23]). This is the key ingredient in the proof of quantifier-elimination and model-theoretic
tameness results for the pair (C,Γ). In this paper we will study a large class of pairs (B,A) in
which Lβ-dependence among elements in A implies Lα-dependence and, using this property, prove
analogous quantifier-elimination results for (B,A). Because we use this consequence of the Mordell-
Lang conjecture axiomatically, we will call such pairsML-pairs (for a precise definition see Section
2). It is worth pointing out that we will drop the assumption that Lα is a sublanguage of Lβ , but
this will require a more delicate definition of what a pair (B,A) precisely is. We postpone this until
Section 2.
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Pairs of vector spaces. Let K be a subfield of R. For k ∈ K, let λk : R → R be the function
that maps x ∈ R to kx. We denote by RK the K-vector space structure on R; that is the structure
(R, <,+, (λk)k∈K). By [11] the expansion of RK by a predicate for Z is decidable if and only
if K is a quadratic field. More is true: when K is not a quadratic field, then (RK ,Z) defines
full multiplication on R and therefore defines every open subset of Rn for every n ∈ N. Such an
expansion is as wild as can be from a model-theoretic point of view. The question was raised in [11]
whether similar results hold when Z is replaced by Q; in particular whether there is some subfield
K such that (RK ,Q) is not model-theoretically well-behaved. Here we show the following.
Theorem A. Every subset of Rn definable in (RK ,Q) is a boolean combination of sets of the form⋃
~q∈Qm
{~a ∈ Rn : (~q,~a) ∈ X},
where X ⊆ Rm+n is definable in RK . Furthermore, every open subset of Rn definable in (RK ,Q)
is already definable RK .
Thus definable sets in (RK ,Q) are topologically and geometrically rather tame for every subfield
K. Furthermore, we will deduce from the proof of Theorem A that (RK ,Q) is NIP (see for example
Simon [25] for a definition), and thus also exhibits strong Shelah-style model-theoretic tameness.
Despite this model-theoretic tameness of the structure (RK ,Q), its theory does not have to be
decidable. For example, when K = R, it is easy to see that even the theory of RK itself is
undecidable. However, after imposing further natural conditions on K, we obtain decidability of
the theory of (RK ,Q).
Theorem B. The theory of (RK ,Q) is decidable if and only if
(i) K is a subfield of R with a computable presentation as an ordered field,
(ii) the question whether a finite subset of K is Q-linearly independent is decidable.
Examples of such K are the field of real algebraic numbers, Q(ea) where a /∈ Q, and Q(π). Note
that in all of these cases, the theory of (RK , Q) is decidable, while the theory of (RK ,Z) is not.
Pseudo real closed subfields. Let R denote the real field. In [17] Miller raised the question
whether for every subfield E of R one of the following two statements holds:
(1) every open set definable in (R, E) is semi-algebraic,
(2) (R, E) defines Z.
As was already pointed out in [17], by classical results of J. Robinson and R. Robinson, if E is
either a finite degree algebraic extension of Q or of the form K(α) with α transcendental over a
subfield K, then Z is definable in just (E,+, ·) and therefore also in (R, E). However, by [8] every
open set definable in (R, E) is semi-algebraic whenever E is real closed. While an answer to Miller’s
question is still out of reach, we are able to give the first example of subfield E of R that is not real
closed, but still every open set definable in (R, E) is semi-algebraic.
We say that a field K is pseudo real closed (PRC) if K is existentially closed in every field
extension L to which all orderings of K extend and in which K is algebraically closed. PRC-fields
were first studied by Basarab [1] and Prestel [24], and studied by van den Dries in [7]. Here we
show the following.
Theorem C. Let E be a pseudo real closed subfield of R with finitely many orderings. Then every
open set definable in (R, E) is semi-algebraic.
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Since every real closed field is pseudo real closed, this generalizes the result from [8]. However,
there are pseudo real closed subfields of R that are not real closed. Therefore Theorem C gives the
desired examples of non-real closed subfields.
Wild theories with P -minimal open core. Let M = (M, . . . ) be a first order topological
structure in the sense of Pillay [22]. The open core of M, denoted by M◦, is the structure
(M, (U)U∈U ), where U is the collection of all open sets of all arities definable in M. Let T ∗ be a
first order topological theory in a language L∗, and let T be another theory in a language L. We say
that T is an open core of T ∗ if for every N |= T ∗ there is M |= T such that N ◦ is interdefinable
with M. The notion of an open core of a theory was introduced in Dolich, Miller, and Steinhorn
[6] for theories extending the theory of dense linear orders, generalizing earlier work of Miller and
Speissegger on expansions of the real line [18].
Hieronymi, Nell and Walsberg [12] investigated the question of whether there are any tameness
conditions that can be imposed on the open core (such as o-minimality) such that the whole theory
satisfies some (possibly weaker) form of the model-theoretic tameness. In that paper a rather
strong negative answer was given in case the open core is o-minimal. However, the same question
for theories with P -minimal open core was left open. The notion of P -minimality was introduced
in Haskell and Macpherson [10], where it was developed as an analog to o-minimality for p-adically
closed fields. Here we use our general framework to answer the above tameness question for P -
minimal open cores.
Theorem D. Let T be the theory of the p-adic field Qp, and let T
′ be a consistent theory. Then
there is a complete theory T ∗ extending T such that
(1) T ∗ interprets a model of T ′,
(2) T is an open core of T ∗,
Since Qp is P -minimal, this result rules out that the property of having an P -minimal open core
has any consequences in terms of model-theoretic tameness of the whole theory.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Lou van den Dries, Erik Walsberg, Allen
Gehret, and Minh Tran for their thoughts and conversations related to this paper. The first author
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Notation and conventions. We will use m,n for natural numbers and κ for a cardinal. Let X,Y
be sets. We denote the cardinality of X by |X |. If Z ⊆ X × Y and x ∈ X , then Zx denotes the set
{y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ Z}. If ~z = (z1, . . . , zn), we sometimes write X~z for X ∪ {z1, . . . , zn}, and XY
for X ∪ Y .
Let L be a language and T an L-theory. Let M |= T and C ⊆ M . In this situation, L-definable
always means L-definable with parameters. If we want to be precise about the parameters we write
L-C-definable (or L-definable over C) to indicate L-definability with parameters from C The same
conventions hold for L-formulas and L-types. For an L-formula ϕ(~x), we write ϕ(M) to denote the
L-definable subset of M |~x| defined by ϕ.
Let b ∈ Mn. Then we write tpL(b|C) for the L-type of b over C. Types are always assumed to
be complete and realizable. Let p be an L-C-type. We let qf(p) denote the set of quantifier-free
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formulas in p. Let N be another model of T and D ⊆ N . If ι : C → D a partial L-isomorphism,
then we denote by ιp the set of formulas ϕ(~x, ι(~c)) such that ϕ(~x,~c) ∈ p. This is indeed a type (i.e.
it is realizable) if and only if ι is an L-elementary map.
An L-M -formula ϕ(x) is said to be algebraic if ϕ(M) is finite. An L-formula ϕ(~x, y) is said to be
algebraic in y if for every ~m ∈ M |~x|, the formula ϕ(~m, y) is algebraic. If T eliminates ∃∞, then
any formula ϕ(~x, y) which is algebraic in y remains algebraic in y in any elementary extension of
M. A type p(x) is said to be algebraic if it contains an algebraic formula, and in this case, there
is a formula φ ∈ p such that every element in φ(M) is a realization of p. Such a formula is said to
isolate p and is sometimes called a minimal formula for p.
2. Setup
Consider a language Lβ and a consistent Lβ-theory Tβ. Let Lα be another language whose
function symbols are all in Lβ . Let Tα be a consistent Lα-theory. We denote the intersection of Lα
and Lβ by L. Let L2 = Lβ∪Lα∪{U} where U is a unary predicate symbol not contained in Lβ∪Lα.
Let θ be an Lα-formula. We define the Lα ∪ {U}-formula θU recursively as follows:
θU := t1(~x) = t2(~x), if θ is t1(~x) = t2(~x) and t1, t2 are Lα-terms
θU := U(~x) ∧R(t1(~x), . . . , tn(~x)), if θ is R(t1(~x), . . . , tn(~x))
where t1, . . . , tn are Lα-terms and R is a relation symbol in Lα
θU := ¬θ′U , if θ is ¬θ′
θU := θ
′
U ∧ θ′′U , if θ is θ′ ∧ θ′′
θU := ∃x(U(x) ∧ θ′U ), if θ is ∃xθ′
θU := ∀x(U(x)→ θ′U ), if θ is ∀xθ′.
Set
U(Tα) := {ϕU : Tα |= ϕ}.
We denote by T 2 the L2-theory extending Tβ ∪ U(Tα) by the following schemas of L2-sentences:
(T1) for each function symbol f ∈ Lα of arity n
∀x1 . . .∀xn(
n∧
i=1
U(xi))→ U(f(x1, . . . , xn)),
(T2) for each relation symbol R ∈ Lα \ Lβ of arity n,
∀x1 . . . ∀xn
(
R(x1, . . . , xn)→
n∧
i=1
U(xi)
)
.
Let M be a model of T 2. We denote the reduct of M to Lβ by BM. Set AM := {x ∈ B : M |=
U(x)}. By (T1) we have that AM is an Lα-substructure of the reduct ofM to Lα. We denote this
substructure by AM.
Lemma 2.1. Let M,M′ |= T 2. If BM = BM′ and AM = AM′ , then M =M′.
Proof. Since BM = BM′ , the two models M and M′ have the same underlying set M . It is left to
show that every symbol in L2 is interpreted the same way in M and M′. It is immediate that all
symbols in Lβ are interpreted equally. Furthermore, UM = UM′ , because these are underlying sets
of AM and AM′ , and AM = AM′ . It remains to consider symbols in Lα \Lβ . Since every function
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symbol in Lα is also in Lβ , we can reduce to relation symbols. So let R be a relation symbol in
Lα \ Lβ . By (T2), RM = RA and RM′ = RA′ . Thus RM = RM′ because AM = AM′ . 
From now on, when we write (B,A) |= T 2, we mean that there is a model M of T 2 such that
B = BM and A = AM. When we refer to the pair (B,A), we are referring to this model M. By
Lemma 2.1 the two structures B and A determine M uniquely.
Lemma 2.2. Let (B,A) |= T 2. Let ~a ∈ An and let ϕ be an Lα-formula. Then
(B,A) |= ϕU (~a) if and only if A |= ϕ(~a).
In particular, A |= Tα.
Proof. This follows by a straightforward induction on Lα-formulas. 
For a tuple ~a from A and C ⊆ A, we use tpLα(~a|C) to denote the collection of all Lα-C-formulas
ψ(~x) such that A |= ψ(~a). Given an Lα-C-type p(~x), we let pU (~x) = {ψU (~x) : ψ ∈ p}. For ~a ∈ A|~x|,
we observe by the above lemma that A |= p(~a) if and only if (B,A) |= pU (~a). Note also that for
quantifier-free Lα-formulas ϕ and for ~a ∈ An, (B,A) |= ϕU (~a) if and only if (B,A) |= ϕ(~a). We will
use this fact often.
2.1. ML-pairs. From now on we assume that Tβ is geometric; that is Tβ eliminates the ∃∞
quantifier and the algebraic closure operator acl defines a pregeometry in every model of Tβ. Let
B be a model of Tβ. Let X,Y, Z be subsets of B. We say that X and Y are independent over Z
– written as X |⌣Z Y – if every subset of X that is acl-independent over Z is also acl-independent
over Y Z. For a model (B,A) |= T 2, we use acl to denote the algebraic closure in B. For a set
X ⊆ Bn, we let U(X) denote the set
{~x ∈ X : (B,A) |= U(xi) for i = 1, . . . n}.
Definition 2.3. We say that an L2-theory T ⊇ T 2 satisfies the Mordell-Lang condition if
for every (n + 1)-ary Lβ-∅-formula ϕ(~x, y) there are n-ary Lβ-∅-formulas ϕ1(~x), . . . , ϕm(~x) and
(n+ 1)-ary Lα-∅-formulas ψ1(~x, y), . . . , ψm(~x, y) such that
T |= ∀~x
((
U(~x) ∧ ∃<∞yϕ(~x, y))→ m∨
i=1
(
ϕi(~x) ∧ ∀y (U(y)→ (ϕ(~x, y)↔ ψi,U (~x, y)))
))
.
In terms of definable sets the Mordell-Lang condition says the following: let (B,A) |= T , and let
X ⊆ Bn+1 be an Lβ-∅-definable set such that X~a ⊆ B is finite for all ~a ∈ An. Then there are
Lβ-∅-definable Y1, . . . Ym ⊆ Bn and Lα-∅-definable Z1, . . . Zm ⊆ An+1 such that An ⊆
⋃m
i=1 Yi and
such that for each i = 1, . . . ,m, if ~a ∈ An ∩ Yi then X~a ∩ A = (Zi)~a.
When acl 6= dcl in Tβ, we need to impose a further restriction on the theories T we wish to consider.
For that purpose we introduce the following condition.
Definition 2.4. Let T ⊇ T 2 be an L2-theory, let (B,A) |= T , let C be a finite subset of B with
C |⌣U(C) A, and let a ∈ acl(C) ∩ A. Set q = tpLβ (C) and set p = tpLα(U(C)). Let ϕ(x) isolate
tpLβ (a|C) and let ψ(x) isolate tpLα(a|U(C)). We say that T satisfies the Algebraic Extension
condition if for all (B,A), C and a as above:
T ∪ q ∪ pU |= ∃x(U(x) ∧ ϕ(x) ∧ ψU (x)).
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The Algebraic Extension condition is, admittedly, somewhat technical, but it allows us to build
the back-and-forth system in Section 3 while still giving us enough generality to cover a variety of
examples. As we shall see, this condition holds when acl = dcl in Tβ or when A is acl-closed or
acl-independent in B.
We are now ready to define a Mordell-Lang theory of pairs.
Definition 2.5. An L2-theory T is a Mordell-Lang theory of pairs (or short: ML-theory)
if
(1) T extends T 2,
(2) T satisfies the Mordell-Lang condition,
(3) for every κ-saturated model (B,A) |= T , where κ > |L2|, every C ⊆ B with |C| < κ, and
every non-algebraic unary Lβ-C-type q(x) the following conditions hold:
(a) (Density) if p(x) is a unary Lα-U(C)-type such that q |= qf(p|L), where p|L restricts
to only L-formulas with parameters in U(C), then there is a ∈ A realizing pU ∪ q.
(b) (Codensity) there is b ∈ B \ acl(A ∪ C) realizing q.
(4) T satisfies the Algebraic Extension condition.
A model (B,A) of an ML-theory is called an ML-pair.
The density and codensity conditions are inspired by the extension and coheir properties used by
Berenstein and Vasseliev [2] to axiomatize lovely pairs of geometric theories. In the case that B has
a definable topology, these don’t correspond exactly to density and codensity of A in B, but they
are related. We will present examples of ML-theories in the next subsection. Before doing so, we
show that condition (4) in the definition of ML-theories is not needed if we assume that acl = dcl
in every model of Tβ .
Lemma 2.6. Let T be an L2-theory satisfying conditions (1)-(3) of Definition 2.5 such that acl =
dcl in every model of Tβ. Then T is an ML-theory.
Proof. We prove that T satisfies the Algebraic Extension condition: Let (B,A), C, and a be as in
the statement of Definiton 2.4. As acl = dcl, C |⌣U(C) A and a ∈ A, we have that a ∈ dcl(U(C))
and so there is an Lβ-∅-formula ϕ(~x, y) and a tuple ~c from U(C) such that ϕ(~c, y) isolates tpLβ (a|C).
By the ML-condition, there is an Lα-∅-formula ψ(~x, y) such that
T ∪ tpLβ (C) |= ∀y (U(y)→ (ϕ(~c, y)↔ ψU (~c, y))) .
Therefore, ψ(~c, y) isolates tpLα(a|U(C)) and since tpLα(U(C)) |= ∃yψ(~c, y), we have that
T ∪ q ∪ pU |= ∃y(U(y) ∧ ϕ(~c, y) ∧ ψU (~c, y))
where q = tpLβ (C) and p = tpLα(U(C)). 
2.2. Known examples. Here we describe three well-known classes of theories which fit into our
framework. In Sections 5-7 we will present three classes of structures that have not been studied
before, but also fall within this new setup.
Lovely pairs. Let Tβ be a geometric theory with quantifier elimination in the language Lβ , let
Tα = Tβ, and let TP ⊇ T 2 be an L2 theory such that TP satisfies the density and codensity
conditions in Definition 2.5 and such that for any (B,A) |= TP , the set A is algebraically closed
in B. Then A is an elementary substructure of B in every model of TP and any |L2|+-saturated
model of TP is a lovely pair of models of Tβ. These lovely pairs are axiomatized in Theorem
2.10 in [2], and their theory is studied extensively in the same paper.
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Proposition 2.7. The theory TP is an ML-theory.
Proof. By definition, TP satisfies conditions (1) and (3) in Definition 2.5. Let ϕ(~x, y) be an (n+1)-
ary Lβ-∅-formula, which we may take to be quantifier-free. By letting m = 1, ϕ1(~x) := (~x = ~x),
and ψ1(~x, y) = ϕ(~x, y) we see that TP satisfies the Mordell-Lang condition. It remains to check
that TP satisfies the Algebraic Extension condition. Let (B,A), C, and a be as in the statement
of Definiton 2.4. Let ϕ(y) be an Lβ-C-formula which isolates tpLβ (a|C). Since C |⌣U(C) A and
a ∈ A, we see that a is in acl(U(C)). Let ψ(y) be a quantifier-free Lβ-U(C)-formula which isolates
tpLβ (a|U(C)). Then
tpLβ (C) |= ∃y (ϕ(y) ∧ ψ(y)) .
Since ψ(y) is an algebraic formula and A is algebraically closed
TP ∪ tpLβ (U(C)) |= ∀y (ψ(y)→ U(y)) .
Since ψ is quantifier-free, ψ(A) = ψU (A), and so it follows that TP satisfies the Algebraic Extension
condition. 
Expansions by acl-independent sets. Let Tβ be a geometric theory and let Tα extend the theory of
an infinite set. In particular note that we do not require Lα to be empty. Let Tind ⊇ T 2 be an
L2-theory that satisfies condition (3) in Definition 2.5 and includes the sentence
∀x1 . . . xn
[( n∧
i=1
U(xi) ∧ ∃<∞y ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, y)
)
→ ∀y (U(y)→ ¬ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, y))
]
for each Lβ -∅-formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, y). This last axiom implies that the underlying set of A is an
acl-independent set in every model (B,A) of TP . Furthermore, whenever Lα = ∅, it follows easily
that every |L2|+-saturated model of Tind is an H-structure, as defined in [3].
Lemma 2.8. The theory Tind satisfies the Mordell-Lang condition.
Proof. Let ϕ(~x, y) be an (n+1)-ary Lβ-∅-formula, where ~x = (x1, . . . , xn). For each I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
define an Lβ-formula ϕI(~x) by ∧
i∈I
ϕ(~x, xi) ∧
∧
i/∈I
¬ϕ(~x, xi)
and an Lα-formula ψI(~x, y) by { ∨
i∈I xi = y, if I 6= ∅;
y 6= y, otherwise.
}
We will now prove that
Tind |= ∀~x

(U(~x) ∧ ∃<∞y ϕ(~x, y))→ ∨
I⊆{1,...,n}
(
ϕI(~x) ∧ ∀y
(
U(y)→ (ϕ(~x, y)↔ ψI,U (~x, y))
)) .
Let (B,A) |= Tind. Let ~a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ An such that (B,A) |= ∃<∞y ϕ(~a, y). Let I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
be such that (B,A) |= ϕI(~a). It is left to show that for all b ∈ A
(B,A) |= ϕ(~a, b) if and only if (B,A) |=
∨
i∈I
ai = b.
Since (B,A) |= ϕI(~a), the backwards implication is immediate. For other direction, let b ∈ A be
such that (B,A) |= ϕ(~a, b). Since (B,A) |= ∃<∞y ϕ(~a, y), we have that b ∈ acl(a1 . . . an). Thus
b = ai for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since (B,A) |= ϕI(~a), this i is in I. 
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Proposition 2.9. The theory Tind is an ML-theory.
Proof. By assumption, Tind satisfies conditions (1) and (3) in Definition 2.5, and by Lemma 2.8
we know that Tind satisfies the Mordell-Lang condition. It remains to check that Tind satisfies the
Algebraic Extension condition. Let (B,A), C, and a be as in the statement of Definition 2.4. As
C |⌣U(C) A1, we have that a ∈ acl(U(C)). As A is independent, we get a ∈ U(C). It follows
trivially that Tind satisfies the Algebraic Extension condition. 
Algebraically closed fields with a Mann subgroup. Let L be a field and let Γ be an infinite multi-
plicative subgroup of L×. We denote the prime field of L by F.
Definition 2.10. We say that Γ has the Mann property if for every ~q = (q1, . . . , qn) ∈ (F×)n
there are only finitely many tuples ~γ = (γ1, . . . , γn) ∈ Γn such that
∑n
i=1 qiγi = 1 and
∑
i∈I qiγi 6= 0
for every nonempty I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. Such a tuple ~γ is called a non-degenerate solution to the
F-linear equation
∑n
i=1 qixi = 1.
Many interesting multiplicative subgroups of fields have the Mann property. For instance, if Γ has
finite rank and L is of characteristic 0, then Γ has the Mann property. Pairs of fields with Mann
subgroups are studied extensively in [9], and in the following we show that this work fits under the
umbrella of ML-theories.
From now on we assume that L is algebraically closed and Γ is a subgroup of L× with the Mann
property with [Γ : Γn] <∞ for each n ≥ 1. We will consider the case where L is real-closed and Γ
is divisible in Section 5. We axiomatize the pair (L,Γ) as follows: set Lα := {1, ·, x 7→ x−1, (γ)γ∈Γ}
and consider Γ as an Lα-structure in the natural way. Let Tα be the Lα-theory of Γ. Set
Lβ := {0, 1, ·,+,−, x 7→ x−1, (γ)γ∈Γ} and let Tβ be the Lβ-theory of L (with 0−1 := 0). We let
T acΓ ⊇ T 2 be the theory stating that for (K,G) |= T acΓ and for every F-linear equation
∑n
i=1 qixi = 1,
each non-degenerate solution in G is one of the solutions in Γ. Since there are only finitely many
non-degenerate solutions in Γ, such an L2-theory is indeed axiomatizable, as observed in [9].
The fact that T acΓ satisfies the Mordell-Lang condition was already observed in [9]. Indeed, their
result has been the motivation for the current investigation. The following Lemma is an immediate
corollary of the proof of [9, Proposition 5.8].
Lemma 2.11. Let ϕ(~x) be an Lβ-∅-formula. Then there is an Lα-∅-formula ψ(~x) such that
T acΓ |= ∀~x U(~x)→ (ϕ(~x)↔ ψU (~x)).
In order to analyze these groups in our context, we need two more lemmas. For (K,G) and a
subgroup E ⊆ G, say that E is Lβ-existentially closed in G if for each quantifier-free Lβ-E-
formula ϕ(~x), if there is ~g ∈ G|~x| such that F(G) |= ϕ(~g), then there is some ~e ∈ E|~x| such that
F(E) |= ϕ(~e). By Lemma 3.3 in [9], if E is Lβ-existentially closed in G then F(G) is a regular
extension of F(E).
Lemma 2.12. The theory T acΓ satisfies the Algebraic Extension condition.
Proof. Let (K,G), C, and a be as in the statement of Definition 2.4. Let (K′,G′) |= T acΓ and let
C′ ⊆ K ′ be such that tpLβ (C) = tpLβ (C′) and tpLα(U(C)) = tpLα(U(C′)). Let ι : C → C′ be a
partial Lβ-elementary map such that the restriction of ι to U(C) is a partial Lα-elementary map. In
order to establish that T acΓ satisfies the Algebraic Extension condition, it is enough to find a
′ ∈ G′
with tpLβ (a
′|C′) = ι tpLβ (a|C) and tpLα(a′|U(C′)) = ι tpLα(a|U(C)).
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We want to extend ι to an Lβ-isomorphism F(Ca) ∼−→ F(C′a′) where a′ is a realization of
ι tpLα(a|U(C)). As Tβ admits quantifier elimination in the language Lβ , this will imply that
ι tpLβ (a|C) = tpLβ (a′|C′). To do this, we first take an Lβ-existentially closed subgroup E ⊆ G
containing a. Let E′ ⊆ G′ be the image of E under an Lα-elementary map ι˜. Then by Lemma
2.11, E′ is Lβ-existentially closed in G′ and ι˜ is an Lβ-elementary map.
We note that
C |⌣U(C) G =⇒ CE |⌣E G =⇒ F(CE) |⌣F(E) F(G)
and we conclude by [14, p. 367] that F(CE) and F(G) are linearly disjoint over F(E). Hence we can
extend ι˜ to an Lβ-isomorphism ι˜′ : F(CE) ∼−→ F(C′E′). Taking a′ = ι˜′(a) and appealing to the Lβ-
and Lα-elementarity of ι˜′, we have tpLβ (a′|C′) = ι tpLβ (a|C) and tpLα(a′|U(C′)) = ι tpLα(a|U(C)),
as desired. 
Lemma 2.13. Let G |= Tα, let ϕ(~x, y) be an Lα-∅-formula, and let ~c ∈ G|~x| be a tuple such that
ϕ(~c, y) defines a finite subset of G. Then there is a quantifier-free Lα-∅-formula ψ(~x, y) such that
ψ(~c, y) defines a finite subset of G and such that G |= ∀y(ϕ(~c, y)→ ψ(~c, y)). In other words, every
finite definable subset of G is contained in a finite quantifier-free definable subset of G defined with
the same parameters.
Proof. We consider the expansion of G by predicates Dn where
Dn(G) = {g ∈ G : hn = g for some h ∈ G}.
By Szmielew’s quantifier elimination for abelian groups [26], G admits quantifier elimination in this
language. We may assume that ϕ(~c, y) is equivalent to a disjunction of formulas of the form
ψ(~c, y) ∧Dn1(ym1t1(~c)) ∧ . . . ∧Dnk(ymk tk(~c))
where mi, ni are natural numbers and ti is an Lα-term for each i. Assume that ϕ is equivalent to
just one disjunct of this form. By letting n be the least common multiple of n1, . . . , nk and raising
ymiti(~c) to the power n/ni, we may further assume that n1, . . . , nk are all the same. We note that
if Dn(y
miti(~c)) holds for some y ∈ G, then Dn(zmiti(~c)) holds for all z ∈ Gny and that Gny is
infinite (as [G : Gn] is finite). Thus,
Dn1(y
m1t1(~c)) ∧ . . . ∧Dnk(ymk tk(~c))
must define an infinite set and so ψ(~c,G) must define a finite set containing ϕ(~c,G). 
Proposition 2.14. The theory T acΓ is an ML-theory.
Proof. Let (K,G) |= T acΓ and suppose that (K,G) is κ-saturated for κ > |L2|. By Lemma 2.11 the
theory T acΓ satisfies the Mordell-Lang condition and by Lemma 2.12, T
ac
Γ satisfies the Algebraic
Extension condition.
Fix C ⊆ K with |C| < κ and fix a non-algebraic unary Lβ-C-type q(x) and a unary Lα-
U(C)-type p(x) such that q |= qf(p). By Lemma 2.13, p must be nonalgebraic. Let ψ(x) be an
Lα-U(C)-formula in p(x) and let ϕ(x) be an Lβ-C-formula in q(x). By saturation, we need only
show that there is an element in G satisfying ψU and ϕ, but this follows since ψU (G) is infinite and
ϕ(K) is cofinite (since Tβ is strongly minimal). For the codensity condition, observe that by [9,
Lemma 2.2(2)] the set K \ acl(C ∪ G) is infinite. Thus, the codensity condition also follows from
saturation of (K,G) and strong minimality of Tβ. 
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2.3. A-small sets. Let (B,A) |= T 2. In this subsection we study A-small sets.
Definition 2.15. A set X ⊆ B is A-small if there is an Lβ-∅-formula ϕ(~x, ~y, z) and ~c ∈ B|~x| such
that B |= ∀~y ∃<∞zϕ(~c, ~y, z), and
X ⊆
{
b ∈ B : B |= ϕ(~c,~a, b) for some ~a ∈ A|~y|
}
.
Note that a finite union of A-small sets is A-small. If (B,A) is a dense pair, then the A-small sets
are exactly the A-small sets in the sense of [8]. If X is not A-small, then even if X ⊆ acl(A), this
is not witnessed by finitely many formulas.
Lemma 2.16. If the pair (B,A) is κ-saturated where κ > |L2| and if B is not A-small, then
B 6⊆ acl(A ∪C) for any C ⊆ B with |C| < κ. In particular, any basis for B over A (with respect to
the pregeometry induced by acl) must have cardinality at least κ.
Proof. Let C ⊆ B with |C| < κ and let Γ(y) be the partial type consisting of formulas of the form
∀~x (U(~x)→ ¬ϕ(~x, y)) where ϕ(~x, y) is an (n + 1)-ary Lβ-C-formula such that ϕ(~a, y) is algebraic
for all ~a ∈ An. By assumption, Γ(y) is realizable, hence realized by some element b ∈ B. This b is
then algebraically independent over A ∪ C. 
For any theory T ⊇ T 2 which satisfies the codensity condition and for any (B,A) |= T , it is
immediate that the set B is not A-small. We have a partial converse:
Lemma 2.17. Suppose that Tβ is an o-minimal theory extending the theory of ordered divisible
abelian groups. Let T ⊇ T 2 be a theory such that in every model (B,A) |= T the structure A
expands a dense subgroup of B and B is not A-small. Then T satisfies the codensity condition.
Proof. Let (B,A) |= T be κ-saturated for κ > |L2| and let C ⊆ B with |C| < κ. We will show that
acl(A∪C) is (topologically) codense in B, whence the codensity condition follows by o-minimality.
Let I be an interval in B. By Lemma 2.16, there is an element b ∈ B \ acl(A ∪ C). By density of
A in B there is a ∈ A ∩ (I + b). But then a− b ∈ I ∩B \ acl(A ∪ C). 
3. The Back-and-Forth System
Throughout this section, let T ⊇ T 2 be a consistent ML-theory. Let (B∗1 ,A∗1) and (B∗2 ,A∗2) be
two κ-saturated models of T , where κ > |L2|.
Definition 3.1. Let I be the set of all partial Lβ-elementary maps ι : B1 → B2 between finite
subsets B1 ⊆ B∗1 and B2 ⊆ B∗2 such that
(1) B1 |⌣A1 A∗1 and B2 |⌣A2 A∗2,
(2) ι(A1) = A2,
(3) the restriction ι to A1 is a partial Lα-elementary map between A1 and A2,
where A1 := U(B1) and A2 := U(B2).
One easily verifies the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. Let ι : B1 → B2 be in I and let a1 ∈ A∗1 and a2 ∈ A∗2 be such that ι tpLβ (a1|B1) =
tpLβ (a2|B2) and ι tpLα(a1|A1) = tpLα(a2|A2). Then ιˆ := ι ∪ {(a1, a2)} is in I.
Theorem 3.3. The set I is a back-and-forth system.
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Proof. Let ι : B1 → B2 ∈ I and b1 ∈ B∗1 . By symmetry it is enough to show that if b1 /∈ B1, then
we can find ι′ ∈ I extending ι such that b1 is in the domain of ι′. From now on, assume that b /∈ B1.
Case I: Suppose that b1 ∈ B∗1 \acl(B1∪A∗1) and let q be the Lβ-type of b1 over B1. As ι is a partial
Lβ-elementary map, ιq is realizable in B∗2 . By the codensity condition we can find a realization ιq
that is not in acl(B2 ∪ A∗2). We extend ι to ι′ : B1 ∪ {b1} → B2 ∪ {b2} by mapping b1 to b2. By
construction, ι′ is a partial Lβ-elementary map. It follows easily from the acl-independence of b1
over B1 ∪ A∗1 that ι′ satisfies conditions (1)-(3) of Definition 3.1. Thus ι′ ∈ I.
Case II: If b1 ∈ A∗1, then by Lemma 3.2, it suffices to find an element b2 ∈ A∗2 with ι tpLβ (b1|B1) =
tpLβ (b2|B2) and ι tpLα(b1|A1) = tpLα(b2|A2). The Algebraic Extension condition handles the case
that b1 ∈ acl(B1), so we consider the case that b1 6∈ acl(B1). Let q be the Lβ -type of b1 over B1
and let p be the Lα-type of b1 over A1. Then qf(p|L) is just qftpL(b1|A1), so q |= qf(p|L) and
ιq |= ι qf(p|L). Since ι is a partial Lβ-elementary map and the restriction of ι to A1 is a partial
Lα-elementary map, both ιpU and ιq are realizable. By the density condition there is a realization
b2 ∈ A∗2 of both ιpU and ιq.
Case III: If b1 ∈ acl(B1 ∪A∗1) \A∗1, we consider two subcases:
(a) Suppose b1 ∈ acl(B1) and let q(x) be the Lβ-type of b1 over B1. Let ϕ(x, ~y) be an Lβ-∅-
formula and ~b ∈ B|~y|1 such that ϕ(x,~b) isolates q. As ι is a partial Lβ -elementary map, we get
|ϕ(B∗1 ,~b)| = |ϕ(B∗2 , ι~b)|. We claim that there is an element in B∗2 \A∗2 which satisfies ϕ(x, ι(~b)).
Suppose not, so ϕ(B∗2 , ι(~b)) ⊆ A∗2. We use Case II to extend ι−1 to a map in I including
ϕ(B∗2 , ι(~b)) in its domain. This is a contradiction, as such a map would send an element in A∗2
to b1, which is not in A
∗
1. Therefore, we can find an element b2 in B
∗
2 \A∗2 satisfying ϕ(x, ι(~b))
and we extend ι by mapping b1 to b2. By construction, conditions (2) and (3) hold for ι
′ and,
as b1 ∈ acl(B1 ∪ A∗1), we can easily check that (1) holds for ι′ as well.
(b) Suppose b1 6∈ acl(B1). Take a1, . . . , an ∈ A∗1 with b1 ∈ acl(B1 ∪ {a1, . . . , an}). By applying
Case II to a1, . . . , an we find a map ι
′ ∈ I extending ι with domain B′1 := B1 ∪ {a1, . . . , an}.
Then b1 ∈ acl(B′1) and so we apply Case III (a). 
If Tα and Tβ are complete, then the empty map is in the back-and-forth system constructed above.
From this, we deduce:
Corollary 3.4. The theory T is complete if and only if Tα and Tβ are complete.
Corollary 3.5. Let (B′,A′) ⊆ (B,A) be models of T . Then (B′,A′) 4 (B,A) if and only if B′ 4 B,
A′ 4 A, and B′ and A are free over A′.
Proof. ( =⇒ ) Suppose (B′,A′) ⊆ (B,A) is an elementary substructure, and suppose that X ⊆ B′
is not independent over A. Then there is an Lβ-∅-formula ϕ(~x, ~y) such that for some ~b ∈ Xn and
some ~a ∈ Am, we have B |= ϕ(~b,~a) ∧ ∃<∞xϕ(b1, . . . , bn−1, x,~a). We conclude that
(B,A) |= ∃~y
(
U(~y) ∧ ϕ(~b, ~y) ∧ ∃<∞xϕ(b1, . . . , bn−1, x, ~y)
)
,
hence by elementarity (B′,A′) models this sentence as well. Thus, X is not independent over A′.
( ⇐= ) Let (B∗,A∗) be a κ-saturated elementary extension of (B′,A′). Then B′ and A∗ are
free over A′ by the forwards direction, and so by passing to an elementary extension of (B,A) if
necessary, we may assume (B,A) is κ-saturated. Then given any tuple ~b in (B′,A′), we know from
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Theorem 3.3 that the type which ~b realizes in (B∗,A∗) is the same as the type it realizes in (B,A).
Since (B′,A′) 4 (B∗,A∗) we get that (B′,A′) 4 (B,A). 
Definition 3.6. An L2-formula is called special if it is of the form θ(~y) = ∃~x (U(~x) ∧ ψU (~x) ∧ ϕ(~x, ~y))
where ϕ(~x, ~y) is an Lβ-formula, and ψ(~x) is an Lα-formula.
Theorem 3.7. Every L2-∅-formula is equivalent in T to a boolean combination of special formulas.
Proof. Let (B,A) be a κ-saturated model of T , where κ > |L2|, and let I be the back-and-forth
system in Definition 3.1 between (B,A) and itself. Let ~b = (b1, . . . , bn) and ~d = (d1, . . . , dn) be
tuples from B that satisfy the same special formulas. It suffices to show that ~b realizes the same
L2-type as ~d. For this, it is enough to find ι ∈ I that sends ~b to ~d.
Let r ≤ n be the acl-rank of (b1, . . . , bn) over A. Without loss of generality, we may assume
b1, . . . , br are acl-independent over A. Then for every Lβ-∅-formula ϕ(~x, ~y), we must have
(B,A) |= ¬∃~x (U(~x) ∧ ϕ(~x, b1, . . . , br−1, br) ∧ ∃<∞zϕ(~x, b1, . . . , br−1, z)) .
By the assumption that ~b and ~d satisfy the same special formulas we conclude that d1, . . . , dr are
also acl-independent over A.
For each i ∈ {r+1, . . . , n}, set Bi := A∪{b1, . . . , bi−1} and let ϕi(~a, b1, . . . , bi−1, z) be a minimal
Lβ-Bi-formula isolating the type of bi over Bi where ~a is a tuple in A (by adding dummy variables,
we may assume that ~a is the same for each formula). We want to find a tuple ~c ∈ A|~a| such that
tpLα(~a) = tpLα(~c), tpLβ (~a) = tpLβ (~c), and B |= ϕi(~c, d1, . . . , di−1, di) for each i ∈ {r + 1, . . . , n}.
Fix ψ(~x) ∈ tpLα(~a) and ϕ(~x) ∈ tpLβ (~a). Note that the formula
θ(~y) := ∃~x
(
U(~x) ∧ ψU (~x) ∧ ϕ(~x) ∧
n∧
i=r+1
ϕi(~x, y1, . . . , yi)
)
is a special formula and that (B,A) |= θ(~b). Thererefore, (B,A) |= θ(~d) and so, by saturation, we
find a tuple ~c with the desired properties.
By repeated application of Remark 3.2, there is a map ι ∈ I sending ~a to ~c. Proceeding as
in Case I of Theorem 3.3, we extend ι to a map ι′ ∈ I sending also {b1, . . . , br} to {d1, . . . , dr}.
Finally, we extend ι′ to a map ι′′ ∈ I sending {br+1, . . . , bn} to {dr+1, . . . , dn} recursively: if bi ∈ A
for i = r + 1, . . . , n, then by minimality of ϕi, bi must be a component of ~a. If bi 6∈ A then, by
the minimality of ϕi and the argument in Case III of Theorem 3.3, we can extend by sending bi to
di. 
A theory is said to be near model complete if every formula is equivalent to a boolean combination
of existential formulas. The following is immediate from Theorem 3.7:
Corollary 3.8. If Tβ and Tα are model-complete, then T is near model complete.
4. Types, Open core, and NIP
Let T ⊇ T 2 be a consistent ML-theory and let (B,A) be a κ-saturated model of T where κ > |L2|.
In this section, we prove two important perseveration results. The first result states that if Tβ is
equipped with a definable topology satisfying certain weak conditions, then every open subset of
Bn definable in (B,A) is already definable in B. Thus expanding B by A does not introduce any
new open sets. The second result concerns the preservation of model-theoretic tameness: if Tβ and
Tα are both complete NIP theories, then T is NIP as well. Before we can prove these theorems, we
have to study types in ML-pairs in more detail.
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4.1. Types. In this subsection, we use the back-and-forth system constructed in the previous
section to characterize some L2-types. For the remainder of this subsection, let C be a subset of B
such that C |⌣U(C) A and let I be the back-and-forth system in Definition 3.1 between (B,A) and
itself.
Lemma 4.1. For every finite C0 ⊆ C there is a finite C1 ⊆ C such that C0 ⊆ C1 and C1 |⌣U(C1) A.
Proof. There are only finitely many subsets of C0 that are acl-independent over U(C0), and each of
these subsets has empty intersection with A. If a subset X ⊆ C0 is acl-independent over U(C0) but
not over A, then there is a finite subset AX ⊆ A containing U(C0) such that X is acl-dependent
over AX . As C |⌣U(C) A, we can assume that AX ⊆ U(C). Let
C1 := C0 ∪
⋃
{AX : X ⊆ C0 is acl-independent over U(C0) but not over AX} .
Then C1 is finite and C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆ C. The reader can easily check that C1 |⌣U(C1) A. 
We now can characterize types in a couple of special cases.
Lemma 4.2. Let ~a1,~a2 ∈ An be such that
(1) tpLβ (~a1|C) = tpLβ (~a2|C), and
(2) tpLα(~a1|U(C)) = tpLα(~a2|U(C)).
Then tpL2(~a1|C) = tpL2(~a2|C).
Proof. It suffices to show the statement for every finite subset of C. By Lemma 4.1, we may assume
that C is finite. The identity map on C is in I and by repeated application of Remark 3.2, the
map ι : C~a1 → C~a2 which is the identity on C and sends ~a1 to ~a2 is in I. Thus ~a1 and ~a2 have the
same L2-types over C by Theorem 3.3. 
From the above lemma we conclude that L2-definable subsets of A are determined by Lβ-definable
and Lα-definable sets in the following way:
Corollary 4.3. Every L2-C-definable subset X ⊆ An is a boolean combination of Lβ-C-definable
subsets of Bn and Lα-U(C)-definable subsets of An.
Definition 4.4. For n ∈ N, we define Dn(C) to be the set
{~x ∈ Bn : ~x is acl -independent over A ∪ C}.
Lemma 4.5. Let ~d1, ~d2 ∈ Dn(C) be such that tpLβ (~d1|C) = tpLβ (~d2|C). Then tpL2(~d1|C) =
tpL2(
~d2|C).
Proof. Again it suffices to show the statement of the lemma for every finite subset of C. Therefore,
by Lemma 4.1, we may assume that C is finite. The identity map on C is in I. Let ι : C~d1 → C~d2
be the extension of the identity map on C and sends ~d1 to ~d2. We will now show that ι ∈ I. By
assumption ι is a partial Lβ-elementary map. Since ~d1, ~d2 ∈ Dn(C), we easily get that
(1) U(C ~d1) = U(C) = U(C ~d2),
(2) C~d1 |⌣U(C) A, C~d2 |⌣U(C) A.
Thus the restriction of ι to U(C~d1) is Lα-elementary, so ι ∈ I and ~d1 and ~d2 have the same L2-types
over C. 
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4.2. Open sets. In this subsection, we suppose that Tβ is equipped with a definable topology,
that is, a distinguished (1 + n)-ary Lβ-∅-formula τ(x, ~y) such that for every model B |= Tβ, the
family of definable sets {
τ(B, ~d) : ~d ∈ Bn
}
forms a basis for a topology on B. For each m and each ~d = (~d1, . . . , ~dm) ∈ Bn×m, we let
U~d :=
{
(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Bm : xi ∈ τ(B, ~di) for each i = 1, . . . ,m
}
.
We assume that τ(B, ~d) is either empty or infinite for every ~d ∈ Bn. We also assume that for every
open set V ⊆ Bm and every ~x ∈ V , the set{
~d ∈ Bn×m : ~x ∈ U~d and U~d ⊆ V
}
has non-empty interior in Bn×m. This second assumption is Assumption (I) in Boxall and Hieronymi
[4]. These assumptions are satisfied when B is an o-minimal structure or a p-adically closed field.
The main theorem for this section describes the open sets definable in (B,A).
Theorem 4.6. Every open set definable in (B,A) is definable in B.
Proof. Let X ⊆ Bm be open and L2-definable with parameters from a finite set C. By Lemma 4.1
we assume that C |⌣U(C) A. We will now prove that X is Lβ-C-definable. By Corollary 3.1 in [4],
it suffices to show that Dm(C) has the following properties:
(i) Dm(C) is dense in B
m;
(ii) for every ~b ∈ Dm(C) and every open set V ⊆ Bm, if tpLβ (~b|C) is realized in V , then tpLβ (~b|C)
is realized in V ∩Dm(C);
(iii) for every ~b ∈ Dm(C), tpL2(~b|C) is implied by tpLβ (~b|C) and membership in Dm(C).
For property (i), fix ~d1, . . . , ~dm ∈ Bn such that τ(B, ~di) is nonempty for each i. By repeatedly
invoking the codensity condition, we realize a tuple ~b in U~d ∩Dm(C).
For property (ii), let ~b and V be given and fix a realization ~b′ of tpLβ (
~b|C) in V . By our
assumptions, the set {
~d ∈ Bn×m : ~b′ ∈ U~d and U~d ⊆ V
}
has nonempty interior. Since nonempty open sets are assumed to be infinite, we can find ~d in this
set such that ~d is acl-independent over C~b′. Since ~b′ is acl-independent over C and since acl is a
pregeometry, ~b′ must be acl-independent over C~d. By repeatedly invoking the codensity condition,
we find a tuple ~b′′ realizing tpLβ (
~b′|C~d) with ~b′′ ∈ Dm(C). In particular, ~b′′ is in U~d.
Property (iii) follows immediately from Lemma 4.5. 
4.3. NIP for ML-theories. In this subsection, we show that if both Tβ and Tα are complete NIP
theories then T is NIP. To do this, we apply a result of Chernikov and Simon. We restate a version
of this result as Fact 4.8 so that it applies more directly to our case.
Definition 4.7. Let T˜ ⊇ T 2 be a complete L2-theory, let θ(~x, ~y) be an L2-∅-formula and let (B˜, A˜)
be a κ-saturated model of T˜ for κ > |L2|.
(1) θ is said to be NIP if there is no L2-indiscernible sequence (~ai)i∈ω from B˜|~x| and no ~b ∈ B˜|~y|
such that (B˜, A˜) |= θ(~ai,~b) if and only if i is odd.
(2) T˜ is said to be NIP if every L2-∅-formula is NIP.
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(3) θ is said to be NIP over U if there is no L2-indiscernible sequence (~ai)i∈ω from A˜|~x| and
no ~b ∈ B˜|~y| such that (B˜, A˜) |= θ(~ai,~b) if and only if i is odd.
(4) T˜ is said to be NIP over U if every L2-∅-formula is NIP over U .
Fact 4.8. [5, Theorem 2.4] Let T˜ ⊇ T 2 be a complete L2-theory, let θ(~x~y, ~z) be an L2-∅-formula
and let (B˜, A˜) be a κ-saturated model of T˜ for κ > |L2|. If θ is NIP and if T˜ is NIP over U then
∃~x(U(~x) ∧ θ(~x~y, ~z)) is NIP.
Theorem 4.9. If both Tβ and Tα are complete NIP theories then so is T .
Proof. As NIP formulas are preserved by boolean operations, and as Tβ and Tα are NIP, we see
from Corollary 4.3 that T is NIP over U . By Theorem 3.7, it suffices to show that each L2-∅-formula
of the form
θ(~y, ~z) = ∃~x (U(~x) ∧ ψU (~x) ∧ ϕ(~x~y, ~z))
is NIP, where ϕ(~x~y, ~z) is an Lβ-∅-formula, and ψ(~x) is an Lα-∅-formula. However, this follows from
Fact 4.8, noting that ψU (~x) ∧ ϕ(~x~y, ~z) is NIP. 
5. Pairs of distinct o-minimal structures and ordered vector spaces
Let Tβ and Tα be o-minimal theories extending the theory of dense linear orders without end-
points and suppose that L ⊇ {<}. In this special case, we call an ML-theory T ⊇ T 2 an o-ML-
theory and we call a model (B,A) |= T an o-ML-pair. One particular example of o-ML-pairs are
dense pairs of o-minimal structures as studied in [8]. Here, however, we are particularly interested
pairs that are not dense pairs.
5.1. Properties of o-ML-theories. As is proven in Lemma 2.17, if Tβ and Tα extend the theory
of ordered abelian groups, (B,A) |= T 2, A is a dense subgroup of B, and B is not A-small, then the
theory of the pair (B,A) satisfies the codensity condition. As acl = dcl in any ordered structure,
any theory extending T 2 satisfies the Algebraic Extension condition (Lemma 2.6). Now that we are
in the o-minimal setting, we make use of the order topology. We exploit the fact that the density
condition is related to topological density in the following way:
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that Lα ⊆ Lβ and that Tα admits quantifier elimination. Let T ⊇ T 2 and
suppose that for every model (B,A) |= T , the topological closure of A in B is Lα-∅-definable. Then
T satisfies the density condition.
Proof. Fix a cardinal κ > |L2|, a κ-saturated model (B,A) |= T , and a subset C ⊆ B with |C| < κ.
Fix an Lβ-C-type q. Let p be any Lα-U(C) type such that q |= qf(p). By quantifier elimination for
Tα, the type p is completely determined by its quantifier-free part, so for a ∈ A, if (B,A) |= qf(p)(a),
then (B,A) |= qf(pU )(a) and so (B,A) |= pU (a). Therefore, it suffices to find a ∈ A realizing q.
By assumption, the closure of A in B is a finite union of Lα-∅-definable points and open intervals.
Since p is non-algebraic, one (and hence all) realizations of p are in one of these open intervals; call
it I. For each ϕ(x) ∈ q(x), we may assume that ϕ(x) defines an interval contained in I and so by
density of A in I, we have that (B,A) |= ∃xU(x) ∧ ϕ(x). 
Though the conditions in the lemma above may seem somewhat peculiar, the fact that we do not
assume that A is dense in B gives us some additional flexibility, as we will see in the following
example.
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Real closed fields with a Mann subgroup. Let Γ be a dense, divisible, multiplicative subgroup of R>0
with the Mann property (see Definition 2.10). We axiomatize the pair (R,Γ) as follows: set Lα :=
{0, 1, ·, <, (γ)γ∈Γ} and let Tα be the Lα-theory of Γ ∪ {0} (so Tα is the theory of ordered divisible
abelian groups with distinguished elements and a point at −∞). Set Lβ := {0, 1, ·,+,−, <, (γ)γ∈Γ}
and let Tβ be the Lβ-theory of R. We let T rcΓ ⊇ T 2 be the theory stating that for (R,G) |= T rcΓ and
for every Q-linear equation
∑n
i=1 qixi = 1, each non-degenerate solution in G is among one of the
solutions in Γ.
Proposition 5.2. T rcΓ is an o-ML-pair.
Proof. We know T rcΓ satisfies the ML-condition by the proof of Lemma 5.12 in [9]. Let (R,G) |= T rcΓ
and suppose that (R,G) is κ-saturated for κ > |L2|. The density condition follows from density of
G in R>0, quantifier elimination for ordered divisible abelian groups, and Lemma 5.1. We deduce
codensity by showing that for any C ⊆ R with |C| < κ, acl(G ∪ C) is codense in R (the codensity
condition follows by o-minimality). Let I be an interval in R. We assume that I ⊆ R>0. By Lemma
6.1 in [9], R is not G-small, so by Lemma 2.16, there is an element r ∈ R>0 \acl(G∪C). By density
of G in R>0 there is g ∈ G ∩ (I · r). But then gr ∈ I ∩R \ acl(G ∪ C). 
For the remainder of this subsection, fix an o-ML-theory T . We list here the consequences of
Theorems 3.3 and 3.7.
Corollary 5.3. If Tβ and Tα are both complete, then T is complete as well. If in addition Tβ and
Tα are model complete, then T is near model complete.
We also have a characterization of the open core of an o-ML-pair by fact that the open core of B
is interdefinable with B by o-minimality.
Corollary 5.4. For an o-ML-pair (B,A), the open core of (B,A) is interdefinable with B (so Tβ
is an open core of T ).
Finally, we can conclude the following from Theorem 4.9 and the fact that o-minimal theories are
NIP:
Corollary 5.5. If Tα and Tβ are complete then T is NIP.
5.2. Pairs of ordered vector spaces. In this subsection, we fix a subfield K ⊆ R with Q ( K
and examine the pair (R˜, Q˜) where R˜ := (R, 0, 1, <,+, (λk)k∈K) is the reals as an ordered vector
space over K, and Q˜ := (Q, 0, 1, <,+, (λq)q∈Q) is Q as an ordered vector space over itself (where λk
denotes the function x 7→ kx). We will see that the first order theory of this pair is an o-ML-theory.
Let LK := {<,+, 0, 1, (λk)k∈K} denote the language of ordered K-vector spaces with distiguished
positive element 1, and LK(U) the expansion of LK by a unary predicate. Let I denote the
collection of all finite Q-linearly independent subsets of K.
Definition 5.6. Let T dK be the L2-theory whose models (R,Q) satisfy the following statements:
(1) R is an ordered K-vector space with distinguished positive element 1.
(2) Q is an ordered Q-vector subspace of R with distinguished positive element 1.
(3) Q is dense in R.
(4) For all n ∈ N and all {k1, . . . , kn} ∈ I there is r ∈ R such that r 6∈ k1Q+ . . .+ knQ.
(5) Q contains 1 and K ∩Q = Q
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(6) For all n ∈ N and all {k1, . . . , kn} ∈ I, and for all x1, . . . , xn ∈ Q
λk1 (x1) + · · ·+ λkn(xn) = 0 =⇒ x1 = x2 = · · · = xn = 0.
Note that the structure (R˜, Q˜) described above is a model of this theory. Fix (R,Q) |= T dK . There
is a dichotomy among the kind of models T dK can have based on whether the dimension of K over
Q is finite or infinite.
Remark 5.7. If the dimension of K over Q is infinite, then the structure (K,Q) is a prime model
of T dK. Moreover, (acl(Q),Q) is always an elementary substructure of (R,Q).
Proof. One easily checks that (K,Q) is indeed a model of T dK and that it canonically embeds into
every other model of T dK , so it suffices to check that this embedding is elementary. By Corollary
3.5 and quantifier elimination for ordered vector spaces, the substructure (K,Q) of model (R,Q)
is an elementary substructure if and only if K and Q are free over Q, and this follows since there
are no K-linearly independent subsets of K. The “moreover” statement follows by Corollary 3.5 as
well. 
If the dimension of K over Q is finite, the axiom scheme requires that R 6⊆ acl(Q). The following
lemma illustrates the complementary nature of how K and Q interact over Q. For the rest of this
section, fix a Q-linear basis Z for K over Q.
Lemma 5.8. If X ⊆ Q is linearly independent over Q, then X is linearly independent over K.
Moreover, for every n and every ~k ∈ (K 6=0)n, there are ~q1, . . . , ~qm ∈ Qn (with qi,j 6= 0 for some
i, j) such that
T dK |= ∀x1, . . . , xn

U(~x)→

 n∑
i=1
λki(xi) = 0↔
m∧
j=1
n∑
i=1
λqi,j (xi) = 0



 .
Proof. We prove the “Moreover,” since the contrapositive of the first claim follows immediately
from the second.
Choose {b1, . . . , bm} ⊆ Z so that we can write ki =
∑m
j=1 qi,jbj for i = 1, . . . , n where qi,j ∈ Q.
As ki 6= 0, there is a j for each i with qi,j 6= 0. Thus
∑n
i=1 λki(xi) =
∑n
i=1 λ
∑
m
j=1 qi,jbj
(xi) for all ~x,
and by linearity we obtain the following equalities:
n∑
i=1
λ∑m
j=1 qi,jbj
(xi) =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
λqi,jbj (xi) =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
λbj (λqi,j (xi)) =
m∑
j=1
λbj
(
n∑
i=1
λqi,j (xi)
)
.
Since b1, . . . , bm are Q-linearly independent, we know by the last axiom that for all ~x ∈ Qn:
m∑
j=1
λbj
(
n∑
i=1
λqi,j (xi)
)
= 0↔
m∧
j=1
n∑
i=1
λqi,j (xi) = 0. 
Corollary 5.9. The theory T dK is an o-ML-theory.
Proof. For the ML-condition, it follows from quantifier elimination for ordered vector spaces that
any algebraic formula in the language Lβ is equivalent to a positive boolean combination of linear
equations of the form
∑n
i=1 λki(xi) = 0. For each equation
∑n
i=1 λki(xi) = 0, Lemma 5.8 gives us
finitely many formulas of the form
∑n
i=1 λqi(xi) = 0 in Lα whose disjunct defines the same set in
Q. The density condition follows from Lemma 5.1, noting that Lα ⊆ Lβ and that Q is dense in R.
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To see that the codensity condition holds, we appeal to Lemma 2.17 and Axiom (4), which states
that R is not Q-small. 
We can therefore conclude that T dK is complete, and we now provide sufficient conditions for T
d
K to
be a decidable theory.
Theorem 5.10. Suppose that K is infinite-dimensional as a Q-vector space. Then T dK is a decidable
theory if and only if K has a computable presentation as an ordered field and there is a recursive
algorithm for ascertaining Q-linear independence for finite subsets of K.
Proof. With regards to the forward direction, if K had no computable presentation as an ordered
subfield of R then K would not be recursively enumerable or the order relation of the theory would
not be decidable, hence T dK could not be decidable. Similarly if there were no recursive algorithm for
determining the Q-linear independence of a given finite set of elements of K, it would be impossible
to recursively check that a given L2-sentence falls in the Axiom scheme (6).
For the other direction, since T dK is a complete theory it suffices to show the axioms are recursively
enumerable. Since K and Q are computable ordered fields, it follows immediately that Axioms (1)
and (2) are computable. Axiom (3) is finite, hence computable. It is clear that the recursive
enumerability of Axiom (5) follows from that of Axiom (6). Axiom scheme (4) is recursively
enumerable since K having a computable presentation implies I is recursively enumerable. The
recursive enumerability of I follows from the assumption that we have a recursive algorithm for
ascertaining the Q-linear independence of a finite subset of K. Similarly, Axiom scheme (6) is
recursively enumerable due to the computable enumerability of I as well. 
We remark that a sufficient condition for having a recursive algorithm to ascertain the Q-linear
independence of any finite set of elements in K is the existence of a computable basis for K over
Q. There are numerous examples of fields K which are known to have a computable presentation
and a computable basis as a vector space over Q, including the following:
Example 5.11. We note that it is known, as exposited in [19], that any field K ⊇ Q that is
computably presentable and has a computable transcendence basis also has a computable Q-linear
basis. Thus, for the following choices of K, the hypotheses of Theorem 5.10 are satisfied:
(1) By [20] the field K := Q(
√
p1,
√
p2, . . .) where pn is the n
th prime is computably presentable,
with a clear choice for computable basis.
(2) The field K := Ralg of real algebraic numbers is computably presentable.
(3) By [15] the field K := Q(e) is computably presentable, with computable transcendence basis
{e}.
(4) By using Taylor series to expand π it is easy to show by the methods used in [15] that the
field K := Q(π) is computably presentable, with computable transcendence basis {π}.
6. Real closed field with a predicate for a pseudo real closed subfield
In this section, we consider a real closed field with a predicate for a dense pseudo real closed
subfield with n orderings where n ≥ 2. Let
Lα := {0, 1,+, ·,−, <1, <2, . . . , <n}.
An n-ordered field is an Lα-structure K = (K, . . .) such that (K, 0, 1,+, ·,−, <i) is an ordered
field for i = 1, . . . , n. We say that K is a pseudo real closed field if K is an n-ordered field which
satisfies the axioms of van den Dries [7]:
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• <i and <j induce different interval topologies for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n;
• for each irreducible P (T,X) ∈ K[T,X ] and a ∈ K such that P (a,X) changes sign on K
with respect to each ordering <i, there are c, d ∈ K with P (c, d) = 0.
This theory, which we refer to as Tn, is the model companion to the theory of n-ordered fields.
We also consider the languages L(i) := {0, 1,+, ·,−, <i} for i = 1, . . . , n. We use <i-dense and
<i-open to refer to subsets of K
m which are dense and open in the topology induced by <i on K
m
(the order topology when m = 1 and the product topology for m > 1). We denote the real closure
of K with respect to <i as Ki (considered as an L(i)-structure). It is a fact that K is <i-dense in
Ki. We will use <, K, and L instead of <1, K1, and L(1). We will use dense instead of <-dense.
6.1. AMontenegro-style density theorem. In this subsection, we collect here a few facts about
n-ordered fields and use these to prove a density theorem in the spirit of some results of Montenegro
[21]:
Fact 6.1 (Stone). Let K be an n-ordered field such that <i and <j induce different interval topologies
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and let Ui be a nonempty <i-open subset of K for i = 1, . . . , n. Then
⋂n
i=1 Ui 6= ∅.
This of course generalizes easily to open sets in Km for any m ∈ N:
Corollary 6.2. Let K be an n-ordered field such that <i and <j induce different interval topologies
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and let Ui be a nonempty <i-open subset of Km for i = 1, . . . , n. Then⋂n
i=1 Ui 6= ∅.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Ui is a <i-box. We then apply Fact 6.1 to
each coordinate. 
Fact 6.3. Given a variety V over some field F , there are absolutely irreducible varietiesW1, . . . ,Wm
with V =
⋃m
j=1W
sim
j where W
sim is the set of simple points of W . If V is definable over Q, then
so are the Wj.
We are ready to state and prove the density theorem. The statement and proof of this theorem are
very similar to the density theorems in [21]. The key difference is a sort of ∅-definable partition of
the parameter space and the fact that our pseudo real closed field is not assumed to be bounded.
Theorem 6.4. Let K |= Tn and let ϕ(~x, y) be an (r+1)-ary Lα-∅-formula. Then there are disjoint
Lα-∅-definable sets D1, . . . , Dm ⊆ Kr and for each j = 1, . . . ,m there is ℓ = ℓ(j) ≥ 1 and L-∅,
quantifier-free definable sets Ej,1, . . . , Ej,ℓ ⊆ Kr+1 such that:
(1) πr+1r (Ej,k) ⊇ Dj for k = 1, . . . , ℓ and πr+1r (Ej,k) ∩ Dj′ = ∅ for all j′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} with
j′ 6= j;
(2) for all ~a ∈ Dj and all k = 1, . . . , ℓ, (Ej,k)~a is <-convex, <-open, and ϕ(~a,K) is dense in
(Ej,k)~a;
(3) for all ~a ∈ Dj the set ϕ(~a,K) \
(⋃ℓ
k=1(Ej,k)~a
)
is a finite subset of dcl(~a);
(4) for all ~a ∈ Kr, if ~a 6∈ ⋃mj=1Dj then ϕ(~a,K) is a finite subset of dcl(~a).
Proof. As Tn is model-complete, we have that Tn |= ϕ(~x, y)↔ ∃~zψ(~x, y, ~z) where ψ is a quantifier-
free (r + 1 + s)-ary Lα-∅-formula. We may assume that ψ is in disjunctive normal form. Each
disjunct of ψ(~x, y, ~z) defines a set of the form
V ∩ U1 ∩ U2 ∩ . . . ∩ Un
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where V is a variety in Kr+1+s definable over Q and Ui is an L(i)-∅-definable <i-open subset of
Kr+1+s given by strict <i-inequalities of polynomials for i = 1, . . . , n. By Fact 6.3, we may replace
V with
W sim := {(~x, y, ~z) ∈W : (~x, y, ~z) is a simple point of W}
where W is some absolutely irreducible variety defined over Q and contained in V .
This proof easily reduces to the case that ψ only has one disjunct, so we assume for the rest of
the proof that ψ defines the set
W sim ∩ U1 ∩ . . . ∩ Un
where W sim, U1, . . . , Un are as above. Note that then ϕ defines the projection of this set onto the
first r + 1 coordinates.
Note that W sim ∩ U1 is defined by an L-∅-formula and set
A :=
{
(~x, y) ∈ Kr+1 : ∃~z ∈ Ks such that (~x, y, ~z) ∈
(
W˜ sim ∩ U˜1
)}
where W˜ sim and U˜1 denote the natural extensions of W
sim and U1 to L-∅-definable subsets of K.
As K is o-minimal, we may take a cell-decomposition Σ partitioning A. As K-admits quantifier
elimination, we may assume that each cell in Σ is quantifier-free definable. We have that
π (Σ) := {πr+1r (E) : E ∈ Σ}
is a cell-decomposition partitioning πr+1r (A). Call D ∈ π (Σ) “good” if there is E ∈ Σ such that
πr+1r (E) = D and if E~a is <-open for all ~a ∈ D. Let D˜1, . . . , D˜m enumerate the good cells. For
each j = 1 . . . ,m, let E˜j,1, . . . , E˜j,ℓ(j) enumerate the cells E in Σ witnessing that D˜j is a good cell
(that is, the cells E ∈ Σ such that πr+1r (E) = D˜j and such that Ea is <-open for all a ∈ D˜j).
As W sim ∩ Ui is defined by an L(i)-formula, we may consider the set
Ai :=
{
(~x, y) ∈ (Ki)r+1 : ∃~z ∈ (Ki)s such that (~x, y, ~z) ∈
(
W˜ sim ∩ U˜i
)}
where here, W˜ sim and U˜i denote the natural extensions of W
sim and Ui to L(i)-∅-definable subsets
of K
i
. For j = 1, . . .m, set
Dj := D˜j ∩Kr ∩
n⋂
i=2
πr+1r (Ai)
and for k = 1, . . . , ℓ(j), set
Ej,k := E˜j,k ∩Kr+1.
By construction, each Dj is a subset of K
r and thus each Ej,k is a subset of K
r+1. By quantifier
elimination for real closed ordered fields, all of the Dj are Lα-∅-definable in K by quantifier-free
formulas. We fix j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and check that the Dj and Ej,k have the properties asserted in the
statement of the theorem:
(i) Fix k ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ(j)} and ~a ∈ Dj . There is b ∈ K with (~a, b) ∈ E˜j,k. Since (E˜j,k)~a is <-
open and K is dense in K, there is b ∈ K with (~a, b) ∈ Ej,k, so πr+1r (Ej,k) ⊇ Dj. Now for
j′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} with j′ 6= j, we note that Dj′ ⊆ D˜j′ , that πr+1r (Ej,k) ⊆ πr+1r (E˜j,k) = D˜j , and
that D˜j′ ∩ D˜j = ∅.
(ii) Fix k ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ(j)} and ~a ∈ Dj. Since (E˜j,k)~a is <-convex and <-open in K and since
K is dense in K, it is clear that (Ej,k)~a is <-convex and <-open. Fix a <-open set J in
K with J ⊆ (Ej,k)~a. We try to find b ∈ J such that K |= ϕ(~a, b). By virtue of our cell-
decomposition, and by density of K in K, we can find b1 ∈ J such that there is ~c1 ∈ Ks with
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(~a, b1,~c1) ∈ W˜ sim ∩ U˜1. For each i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, we have ~a ∈ πr+1r Ai and so there are bi ∈ K
i
and ~ci ∈ (Ki)s with (~a, bi,~ci) ∈ W˜ sim ∩ U˜i. Then for all i = 1, . . . , n, the point (bi,~ci) is a
simple point of the variety W˜~a. By Proposition 1.4 in [13], there is a point (b,~c) ∈ K1+s such
that (b,~c) ∈ W~a and (b,~c) is arbitrarily <i-close to (bi,~ci) for each i. In particular, we may
assume that b ∈ J , that (b,~c) ∈ Ui for each i, and that (~a, b,~c) is a simple point of W . Then
b ∈ J ∩ ϕ(~a,K).
(iii) Fix ~a ∈ Dj and look at the set
B =
{
b ∈ ϕ(~a,K) : b 6∈
ℓ⋃
k=1
(Ej,k)~a
}
.
Since ~a ∈ D˜j we have for all b ∈ B that (~a, b) ∈ A but b 6∈
⋃ℓ
k=1(E˜j,k)~a. Thus, for each b ∈ B,
(~a, b) is in a cell E ∈ Σ with E~a not <-open. For b1 6= b2 ∈ B, these cells must be different, so
B is finite. Moreover, if (~a, b) ∈ E and E~a is not <-open, then b = f(~a) for some L-∅-definable
function f : D˜j → K, so b ∈ dcl(~a).
(iv) Fix ~a ∈ Kr \
(⋃m
j=1Dj
)
. Either ~a 6∈ ⋃mj=1 D˜j or ~a 6∈ πr+1r (Ai) for some i = 2, . . . , n. In the
first case, the previous argument applies and we see that ϕ(~a,K) is a finite set contained in
dcl(~a). In the second case, we see by the definition of Ai that ϕ(~a,K) must be empty. 
6.2. RC-PRC Pairs. In this subsection, we show that a real closed field with a predicate for a
dense pseudo real closed subfield with n orderings is an ML-pair. Let Lβ = L = {0, 1,+, ·,−, <1}.
We let Tα = Tn and we let Tβ be the Lβ-theory of real closed ordered fields. We let L2, T 2 be as
in Section 2 and we let T dn be the L2-theory
T 2 ∪ {∀y1, y2∃x(U(x) ∧ y1 <1 x <1 y2)}.
The models of T dn are real closed fields with a predicate for a dense pseudo real closed subfield with
n orderings, where the ordering on the bigger field agrees with the first ordering of the subfield.
As any model K |= Tα is dense in K, the pair (K,K) is a model of T dn . Also, if R is a real closed
ordered field containing K as a dense subfield, then (R,K) is a model of T dn . The main result of
this subsection is the following theorem:
Theorem 6.5. T dn is an ML-theory.
Before proving this theorem, we need to establish a quick lemma:
Lemma 6.6. Let (R,K) |= T dn . Then R is not K-small.
Proof. If R 6= K, then (R,K) is a dense pair and so R is not K-small by [8, Corollary 1.3].
Of course, this implies that R is not K-small. We consider then the case that R = K. Let
P1, . . . , Pm ∈ R[X1, . . .Xk, Xk+1] be polynomials over R and let
Z = {z ∈ R : there are a1, . . . , ak ∈ K and i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that Pi(a1, . . . , ak, z) = 0}.
It suffices to show that Z 6= R. Let ~c be a tuple of elements in R such that P1, . . . , Pm ∈
K(~c)[X1, . . . Xk, Xk+1] and let d be the degree of the field extension K(~c)/K. Let e be the maxi-
mum degree of Xk+1 that appears in any of the Pi. Then the degree of K(z)/K is at most d + e
for all z ∈ Z. We claim that R contains elements of arbitrarily high degree over K, so R cannot
be equal to Z. Take a ∈ K with a >1 0 and a <2 0 (such an element exists by Fact 6.1). Then for
any ℓ = 1, 2, . . . there is b ∈ R with b2ℓ = a, but for any such b, deg(K(b)/K) = 2ℓ. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.5. For the Mordell-Lang condition, we use that Lβ ⊆ Lα and that Tβ admits
quantifier elimination: let ϕ(x) be an algebraic Lβ-A-formula (hence, it is also an Lα-A-formula).
We may assume that ϕ is quantifier-free, so ϕ(A) = ϕU (A). As acl and dcl always coincide, T dn
also satisfies the Algebraic Extension condition. Fix a κ-saturated model (R,K) |= T dn where κ is
uncountable. By Lemma 6.6 and Lemma 2.17, the codensity condition is satisfied so it remains
to show that the density condition holds. Fix C ⊆ R with |C| < κ and a non-algebraic unary
Lβ-C-type q(x). By o-minimality of Tβ, we may assume that q is a cut in dcl(C). Let p(x) be
a unary Lα-C-type such that q |= qf(p|L). We show that pU ∪ q is realizable (hence realized by
saturation) in (R,K). Consider the formula
θ(x,~c, b1, b2) := (ψU (~c, x) ∧ (b1 <1 x <1 b2) ∧ U(x))
where ψ(~c, x) ∈ p(x) (so ~c is a tuple from U(C)) and b1, b2 ∈ dcl(C) with q(x) |= b1 <1 x <1 b2.
By Theorem 6.4, we can find an Lα-∅-definable subset D ⊆ Km and L-∅, quantifier-free definable
subsets E1, . . . , Eℓ ⊆ Km+1 such that
• ~c ∈ D,
• (Ek)~c is <1-convex and<1-open for k = 1, . . . , ℓ,
• ψ(~c,K) is dense in (Ek)~c for k = 1 . . . , ℓ, and
• ψ(~c,K) \
(⋃ℓ
k=1(Ek)~c
)
is a finite subset of dcl(~c).
As qf(p|L) is non-algebraic, there is a unique k ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} such that qf(p|L) |= x ∈ (Ek)~c. Now
view Ek as a subset of R
m+1 (defined by the same quantifier free L-∅-formula), so R |= ∃x(x ∈
(Ek)~c ∧ b1 <1 x <1 b2). As ψU (~c,K) is dense in (Ek)~c ∩K, it is also dense in (Ek)~c and so
(R,K) |= ∃xθ(x,~c, b1, b2). 
By [7, Theorem 3.2.2], the completions of Tn are in bijective correspondence with the isomorphism
classes of the fields of algebraic elements Kalg for models K |= Tn. Using this and Theorem 6.5, we
are able to characterize the completions of T dn :
Corollary 6.7. Let (R1,K1), (R2,K2) |= T dn . The following are equivalent
(1) (R1,K1) ≡ (R2,K2),
(2) K1 ≡ K2,
(3) Kalg1 ≃ Kalg2 .
Using the fact that Tα is model-complete and that Tβ admits quantifier elimination, we have by
Corollary 3.8:
Corollary 6.8. T dn is near model complete.
The following corollary is immediate from Theorems 4.6 and 6.5.
Corollary 6.9. Every open set definable in a model of T dn is semialgebraic.
7. P-adics with a dense independent set
In this section, let Tβ be the theory of the p-adicsQp in the language Lβ = {0, 1,+·,O, P2, P3, . . .}
where O is a unary predicate interpreted as the valuation ring of Qp and Pn is a unary predicate
for every n ≥ 2 with the interpretation Pn(x)⇔ ∃y(yn = x).
Fact 7.1. The following fundamental facts about Tβ ensure the satisfaction of many of our condi-
tions:
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(1) Tβ has quantifier elimination in the language Lβ (due to Macintyre [16]).
(2) Any infinite definable subset of a model of Tβ has nonempty interior with respect to the
valuation topology (this follows from quantifier elimination).
(3) The theory Tβ has definable Skolem functions. In particular, acl = dcl in every model of
Tβ (implicit in work of van den Dries [7]).
Let L′α be a relational language disjoint from Lβ , and let T ′α be a complete and consistent L′α-theory.
Let Lα be the expansion of L′α by a binary predicate E not already in Lβ or L′α. We now mirror
the construction of pairs in [12]. For each L′α-formula ϕ, we define an Lα-formula ϕe as in [12], that
is, we replace every instance of equality “x = y” in ϕ with “xEy.” We construct Tα ⊇ {θe : θ ∈ T ′α}
by requiring also that E is an equivalence relation with infinite classes and that each R in Lα is
E-invariant.
Let T 2 be as in Section 2 and let T ⊇ T 2 be the theory stating that in any model (Qp,A) |= T :
• A is dense in Qp with respect to the valuation topology and acl-independent in Qp,
• Each equivalence class of E is dense in A with respect to the valuation topology.
Lemma 7.2. Let (Qp,A) |= T . Then no open set in Qp is A-small.
Proof. It suffices to show that no basic open ball is A-small. Let v denote the valuation on Qp and
let Γ := v(Q×p ). Let 1Γ := v(p) be the least positive element of Γ. For b ∈ Qp and r ∈ Γ, let Br(b)
denote the basic open ball centered at b of radius r, that is, the open set {x ∈ Qp : v(x − b) > r}.
Suppose for contradiction that there is r1 ∈ Γ and b ∈ Qp such that Br1(b) is A-small.
Since acl = dcl, there are Lβ-∅-definable functions gi(~x, ~yi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and ~c ∈ Qkp which is
algebraically independent over A such that for any b′ ∈ Br1(b) there is i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and ~a ∈ A|~yi|
such that gi(~c,~a) = b
′.
Let m = max{|~yi| : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and let l = 2(k +m) + 1. Set ri := ri−1 + 1Γ for each 1 < i ≤ l.
By density, we can find elements ai ∈ Bri(b) \Bri−1(b) for each 1 < i ≤ l. Set
d = a1 − a2 + a2 − a4 + . . .− al−1 + al
and observe that
v(d− b) = v((a1 − b)− (a2 − b) + (a3 − b)− . . .+ (al − b)) = min{ri} = r1
so d ∈ Br1(b). By our assumption we can write d = gi(~c,~a′) for some i and some tuple ~a′ ∈
A|~yi|. Therefore ai = gi(~c,~a
′) − (d − ai) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , l}; in particular, this means ai ∈
acl({c1, . . . , ck, a′1, . . . , a′m} ∪ {aj : i 6= j}). Hence ai ∈ {c1, . . . , ck, a′1, . . . , a′m} ∪ {aj : i 6= j} for
1 ≤ i ≤ l since ~c was taken to be independent over A. Since l > k+m, this forces ai = aj for some
j 6= i, contradicting our disjoint selections of the ai’s. 
We now appeal to the independence and topological density of the predicate subset to conclude
that structures (Qp,A) which model T are ML-pairs.
Theorem 7.3. T is an ML-theory.
Proof. To see that the density condition holds, we remark that for any κ-saturated model (Qp,A) |=
T with κ > |L2|, for any C ⊆ Qp with |C| < κ and for any non-algebraic Lβ-C-type q(x), every
formula in q(x) defines a set with nonempty interior. Let p be any L-U(C)-type such that q |=
qf(p|L) and fix a ∈ A realizing pU . Fix also ϕ(x) ∈ q(x). By density of the equivalence classes of
E in Qp, there is an element a
′ ∈ A such that a′ is in the interior of the set defined by ϕ and such
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that a′Ea (thus a′ realizes pU ). By saturation we may find an element in A realizing both pU and
q.
The codensity condition follows from Lemma 7.2, the fact that every unary nonalgebraic Lβ-
C-formula defines a set with nonempty interior, and saturation. As T satisfies the density and
codensity conditions, the reduct of T to Lβ ∪{U} does as well, and so this reduct is an H-structure.
Thus T satsifies the ML-condition by Lemma 2.8. Finally, T satisfies the Algebraic Extension
condition by Lemma 2.6. 
Corollary 7.4. T is complete, and is near-model complete if T ′α is model complete.
Corollary 7.5. Every open set definable in a model of T is semialgebraic.
Corollary 7.6. If T ′α is NIP then so is T .
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